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Clearing

ll

Thursday, rain ending
r'({~!ly, clearing by noon,
.·. · <nigh in the lo~h40$t;,

The

HOUSING

t:J ' If you're' looking for a place to

live, read The Daily Eastern
News Housing Guide.
Section B

otiginaf

PARTY ANIMALS!
Eastern alumni who drank their way to fame .
Page 7'

astern becomes battlezone for influenza
ew abs·e·nce policy initiated

''
though the new excused
e policy is going-into effect
middle of the year, Eastern
ty and students agree that the
policy creates less problems
the old policy.
ccording to the old policy,
nts would have to get an
se from the doctor at Health
ice, have it approved by
James Johnson's office and
the approval to the instructor.
owever, students sometimes
ght it might be easier to go to
than go through the hassle
tting an excused absence.
Many students had ro go to
just because they knew they
ldn 't get excused," said
man Beth Poelstra, a psyogy major. "If they did go to
th Service, they had to mantheir time and their classes
d it. Now, you can just go,"
added.
e new policy states that stuwill be given a document
will indicate by electronic
r the time of arrival and
arture from the Health
·ce. However, students must
for the document when they
e at Health Service.

I think it will reduce
the numbers of
abscences in the
classroom because
of the more involved procedure required in getting an
excused absence.
-Economics professor
Edward Corley

______,,
The student should also sign a
release form to authorize Health
Service to verify the absence,
because instructors may choose to
call and verify that the student
was actually seeing a doctor during the class meeting time.
Although the new policy puts
more responsibility on ttie students, it simplifies things by eliqi-inating going to Johnson's office.
Peggy Brayfield, English professor, said that the new policy
may "put a burden on students to
get an excuse for class."
However, she said one thing the
policy does do is simplify the procedure.
Mark Bomball, associate professor of accounting, data pro-

cessing and finance, said the new
policy is better. "It's not this long
drawn out bureacracy.". He
added the procedure is a short cut
from the old policy.
Some feel another advantage
of the new policy is it will reduce
the number of absences in the
classroom.
Joan Sauer, a business major,
said "it's a way to keep students
that don't go to class in class."
Economic professor Edward
Corley said "I think it will reduce
the numbers of abcences in the
classroom because of the more
involved procedure required in
getting an excused absence."
Although the policy is new,
some argue that it will not change
the amount of students going to
health service.
.
Dr. Richard Larson, director of
Health Service, said that the policy really wouldn't change· anything.
"It was always up to the teacher," said Adminstrative Nurse
Sue Lipka. The effect of the new
policy will depend on the instructor's own attendance policy, she
added.
Larson said the only change he
forsees is who is excused. "There
may be a little more emphasis on
who will get excused and who
will not."

Other local universities
•
ifnplement dry spring ru?h
*

Editor's note: This is the fourth in a sixpart series focusing on spring fraternity
.
rush.
By TONY CAMPBELL
Staff writer

HEATHER FOWLER I Staff photographer

n Brant Fred takes some time out from classes Wednesday afternoon to play a
me of pool ln Stevenson Hall.

"Dry rush" enforcement and the scheduling of activities are the main differences
between spring fraternity rush at Eastern
and rush at other area.universities.
Indiana State University holds rush two
days a week for three weeks. Rush is comprised of "dry," no alcohol, group events
for fraternities.
Spring rush at Eastern includes an open
house, a week of events and periodic
checks to ensure a "dry rush."
Southern Illinois University at
Carbondale has a weekly format for rush
like Eastern, but all fraternities are
involved in the same activities.
Al Perone, assistant to the dean of student
life at Indiana State University, said rush
events are held for three weeks on
Tuesdays and Thursdays, rather than a single week of events.
Scott Koslov, president of the
lnterfraternity Council at Eastern, said
spring rush is not as structured as fall rush
because less people usually attend spring
activities.
·
John Thorson, president of the
Interfraternity Council at Southern, said
rushees may go to the Student Center

where each fraternity will have a table to
represent themselves. The rushee, or
prospective member, will then have a
chance to go to each table and see what the
fraternities have to offer.
At Southern, "the university sponsored
activities don't have alcohol, but what an
individual chapter ·d~s at their own house
is up to them," Thorson said.
Koslov said the open house held earlier
in the semester was to familiarize the
rushees with the different chapters and
what each has to offer. After registration,
the council at Eastern leaves the activities
upto the individual chapters.
"They can do pretty much what they want
to as long as no alcohol is served," Kozlov
said.
A "dry rush" is being enforced this year
and periodic checks at a few fraternity
houses each night have been mad~, Koslov
said.
Eastern's rush will be monitored in the
future by a committee consisting of representatives from each fraternity.
Perone said the lnterfratemity Council at
Indiana State does little as far as participating in n,1sh events. "Except for helping
with advertising rush~iriformation, we don't
organize events," Perwie said.
Although Indiana State doesn't organize
events,
rush" has been in effect for
the past thrte yecµs, Perone said. The only

·:dry

. • Continued on page 5A ,
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Bush names panel for ethics
WASHINGTON (AP)- Pres- avoid any actual or apparent conident Bush Wednesday named an flict between their personal and
eight-member panel to recom- public· interest," he said in setting
mend ethical standards for gov- up the Commission on Federal
.ernmental officials, saying he Ethics Law Reform by executive
wants an unambigious code of order.
Bush . said eurrent ethics rules
conduct to avoid even the appear·"do not adequately serve to elimiance of conflict of interest.
Bush this week is making nate use of public funds for priethics a continuing theme, to vate gains." He said the laws are
·- .. ...
.
ensure that he does not face the fragmented and confusing.
Bush ordered his new c'ommisallegations of an -administration
~'sleaze factor" that dogged his . sion to give him recommendaWASHINGTON!.-The-.Air: Force removed the warheads. from five of predecessor. .
tions for new legislation by
its 50 MX nuclear missiles late. last year after a summertime accident
"We need an ambiguous code, March 9. , ,
The panel's chairme .n ~ are
in whi.c h one missile came loose and ~ell to" the bottom of its under- a code of conduct; to ensure that
. those who serve the public trust
.gound &ilo, according to a published report.
The five missiles were Part of the same production lot and Air Force
illvestigators discovered a common problem thaLforced the safety
action, the Washington Post said.
.
The service is s~ill trying to decide how to repair the five missiles,
.CHICAGO (AP)- ·As many as .· Women, Infants and Children, ·
each of which is designed to carry 10 warheads, the paper added, quot36,000 more poor women and also called WIC, said Dr. Bernard
ing unid<!ntified sources.
The ·Air Force refused to confirm the account on Wednesday, children in Illinois could get free J. Turnock;director of the Illinois
acknowledging only that a single MX missile had been taken off alert food and nutrition counseling Department of Public Health.
The WIC program provides
when the state begfos getting
last June following an accident.
That accident previously had been report~d by newspapers in rebates on infant formula provid- coupons redeemable for food
Wyoming , where F.E. Warren Air Force Base is located. The nation's ed to the needy, the public health including iron-fortified infant formula, cereal, eggs, juice, milk,
director said Wednesday.
MX, or Peacekeeper, missiles are all deployed at F.E. Warren.
Two major manufacturers have · peanut butter and dried beans and
The Air Force also insisted Wednesday, without elaborating, that the
agreed to provide rebates on for- peas as well as counseling on
nation's entire MX force of 50 missiles was on alert "at this time."
mula provided through the state's nutrition through \::OUnty health"We have 50 missiles that are deployed and operational at this supplemental Food Program for departments.
time," said Lt. Col. Don Christianson, a spokesman at F.E. Warren.

,Air Forbe·r·emoves MX warheads

Griffin Bell, the former atto
general in the Carter adminis
tion, and Malcolm Wilkey,
senior judge on the U.S. Court
Appeals in Washington.
Other panel members ·are ~
mer White House counsels F
Fielding and . Lloyd Cuti
Washington attorney Jan Ba
former Rep. Harrison Schmitt
New Mexico, former counsel
the Senate Armed Servi
Committee R. James Wool
and Judith Bello, Former co
to the U.S. Trade Representativ
office .

Poor. women to get fre.e food

Professional Business Fraternity

Spring Rush

r
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Today: 5:30

.

.
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PHI GAMMA NU
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Coleman Auditorium
Speaker Shirley Stewart
from the Placement Center

\.

9:00

J?a_ily P~/ette, Muffln and F'lpit specials
one halrsaiJdwich ai:ri:J cup of soup specials
cup of soup and salad bar
Chicken F'ajita Tostada ·
Ori/led. Chicken Breast and Vegetable

.

WIC serves 164,000 worn
infants and children whose i
lies have an income of less
185 percent of the poverty le
making them eligible for the
gram, Tumock said.
The number represents just
percent of those eligible for
program, but the state has not
the resources to serve more,
said at a morning news con~
ence.

Jan. 30: . 5:30

Informal Gathering
Buzzard audito~ium

We Mean Business!

_...

plus many other regular and low-cal speCiali(

7th & Madison

~The

Daily

~llMlil"..,
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CONGJµTULATIONS TO THE 1989.
GREEK WEEK CO-CHAIRS

545-7427
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oss pushes income tax increase ;;
ailing this year a critical one,
cellor Thomas Layzell of the
rd of Governors urged
dent
Senate
members
nesday night to keep the
ure on the state Legislature
d education.
yzell, addressing the senate
request of BOG representaPatty Kennedy, said Illinois is
-endowed to fund education,

but the legislature headed by
House Speaker Mike Madigan,
can't seem to come to terms of
agreement for a solution.
"We've got to do something to
restore money to the state· and
return education to a top priority," Layzell said. "How do we
make a program that will take us
into the 21st century is a question
the board has spent a lot of time
on and will continue to spend
time on."
· Layzell, proposing a few

answers to his own question, said
all students should write to their
congressman urging him to support a tax increase.
"Contact your legislature and
government officials and impress
upon them concretely the need for
a tax increase and that you would
support it," Layzell said.
In the last 10 years, Illinois
ranks 49th out of the 50 states in
percentage of increases for higher
education, Layzell said.

astern grad to receive
tern President Stan Rives
receive the Hughes Trophy,
U.S. Army's most prestigious
for ROTC on behalf of the
k done by Second Lt Robert
cock, a 1987 Eastern gradilliie
award will be presented at
p.m. Thursday, Jan. 26, in
Ballroom of Martin Luther
g Jr. University Union.
Haycock was chosen as the top

~OTC

Thomas Layz£]L

award

cadet out of 8,000 ROTC cadets. accomplishments, but also Wayne Duke and Barbara Ritcher,
. Undersecretary of the Army, the acknowledges the quality of our dean of the College of Applied
Honorable Michael P.W. Stone local ROTC graduates," said Lt. Sciences.
. Selection for the award is
presented Haycock a miniature Col. Lloyd McCammon, chairreplica of the Hughes Trophy dur- man of Eastem's Military Science based on military grades (ROTC
ing a ceremony at the Pentagon department.
courses), academic grades and
The Hughes Aircraft Company officer potential.
·
last June.
"Officer potential is found in
"Not only is it a real honor to annually presents the award .
Haycock, who is the 24th one who demonstrates leadership ·
him, but also a real honor to the
university itself," Rives said
recipient of the award and the ability and is willing to take
"By bestowing this award upon first from Eastern, was nominated · charge of one's own actions
Second Lt. Haycock, the · for the award by Eastern because the whole business of the
Department of the Army not only President Stan Rives, former pro- Army is dealing with people,"
acknowledges his personal fessor of Military Science Lt Col. McCammon said.

ovie dilemma stalls~
Residence
Hall
ciation will decide whether
rent movies for the residence
s this semester at Thursday's
ling.

HA president Ken Wetstein
the RHA usually takes care
the movies for the residence
as a whole, so the halls will
have to rent them separately,
'ch most could not afford to
he movies, which must be
as reel to reel films, cost
where from $250 to $1,000,
tstein said. The cost of the
ies is for showing rights and
rights, he added.
oney for the movies will
e from the individual hall
gets, which are funded
ugh activity fees. Each resipays a $10 activity fee in the

RHA members, many of whom
are hall council members, will
vote whether there is enough
interest in the halls at the 5 p.m.
meeting at East Hall, Wetstein
said.
Last semester, the movie
Animal House was shown to varied amounts of people ·in each
hall, Wetstein said.
In addition, Residence Hall
Advisor Patrick Bradley said
RHA members are ready to start
working on their new committees
for the spring semester. New committee members will be named at
the meeting. RHA executive officers decided on the committees
through a preference sheet the
members filled out.
About 25 delegates from
Eastern 's Residence Hall
Association will be attending the
Illinois
Residence
Hall
Conference at Millikin University
in Decatur.

~}-

Call

Brett 581-$005. ·
or
S81-3335

Monica

S·C·B·O·O·G·

~ -·-·3«··--·~·-··
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(plus tax)
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348-7515
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featuring music by The Eagles,
Mc:irshall Tucker, Jimmy Buffet
and more.

Lil'e, in Conceit.·

Tonite's

Specials:

•
•
•
•

$ 2. 00 Pitchers (All Night!)
$ 1.00 Longnecks
7 5<t Schnapps (all flavors)
$ 1.00 Nachos \Crisp tortillas covered

.. --~· ....... :~.25¢ Hot Dog~

w spicy cheese'

Playing games with the pay raise
OPINION

page

\yr·

Edltorlals represent the
opinion of the edltorlal board.
Columns represent the
opinions of the author.
The Dally Eastern News
Thursday, January 26, 1989

Handicapped
accessibility
inaking he~dway
It is an optimistic sign to see that Eastern' s
campus is making accomodations for the
handicapped.
The university has announced it will begin
installing wheelchair lifts in some residence
halls to improve building accessibility for the
physically disabled.
The wheelchair lifts are expected to be
installed later this fall.
Improving
elevator
Editorial accessibilty for the handi•
capped has also been considered as an accessibility alternative, but
Housing Director Lou Hencken said it would
cost nearly $130,000 to replace elevator in
one residence hall to accomodate the disabled.
But handicapped students do not have the
accessibility throughout the entire campus
they should expect. Because of the early
architecture of some· buildings, Pemberton.
Lincoln, Stevenson and Douglas halls are difficult to provide accessibility for the handicapped.
However, the Stevenson Tower lobby has
been targeted as one of the possible sights
for a new lift, which will give the handicapped access not only to Stevenson Hall,
but Lincoln and Douglas as well.
In other recent improvements,
wheelchair ramp was constructed outside
Thomas Hall and Ford Hall will soon have
laundry facility equipped for wheelchai
accessibility.
An even more optimistic sign is a new federal law requiring all buildings presently
under construction to be accessible to students with disabilities. This means· the soonto-be newly constructed Coleman Hall Annex
will also be accessible to the handicapped.
But accessibilty for the handicapped should
not stop here. .
Parking on campus presents · perhaps the
largest dilemma for handicapped students
here. Parking on campus for the hanidcapped
is limited and often bottlenecked because the
, number of handicapped students exceeds the
amount of handicapped parking spaces available.
The handicapped are students, just like
anyone else. Their education should not be
restricted by constructural or financial shortfalls.

~

l

·Quote of the day•••

''

Human rights test on human
dignity. The dignity of man is
an ideal worth fighting for and
worth d.yi1zg f or.
' ..· . ·-···~·

Robert Maynard
-'

.

There has to be a better
Combine that removal from reality with our corru
way of determining the
Ing system of campaign financing and it becomes I
salaries of members of
likely that Congress will respond to the needs of
Congress, and of state leglsleast fortunate among us.
lators.
Modifying the honorarium system, where mem
We now play games with
speak to groups for a fee - or sometimes just show
the process.
for a fee - is desirable. I welcome that.
At the Congressional level
State legislative bodies generally have a requir
a system has been devised
ment that any pay raise cannot take effect until a
that in theory is a good syslegislature is sworn in. That sounds good, a sensi
tern: Have a committee
restraint. But legislative bodies get around it by meet
appointed by the president
ing after a general election, voting themselves a
determine the salary, and Paul
raise when they are safely shielded from the wrath
unless Congress votes it Simon
the voters.
down In 30 days, It is law.
Voting on your own pay is an awkward system
Two years ago that resultbest.
ed in an increase of $ 12, 100 because the final vote
Is there a sensible answer?
One suggestion I am considering at the federal lev
taken in the House came one day after the deadline.
The courts ruled - properly - that the House had failed - and I would be interested in hearing your reaction
to meet the requirement of the law to stop the is to have a Constitutional amendment that says
increase.
commission shall set the compensation of Congr
I voted against the increase two years ago and I · but it shall never be raised .more than the rate of in
shall vote against this increase.
tion.
It is too much, considering our huge budget deficit,
This recent raise proposal has caused a storm.
and sets the wrong example. That is the main arguUnder this proposal, the pay of CoQgress could n
ment I hear against it. It is a valid argument.
have been raised more than 4.2 percent, the rate
But an even more important argument against it, in inflation for 1988, instead of being raised 50 percent.
my opinion, is that it removes members of Congress a
It stops the games that are now being played,
little further from the pains and struggles of the aver- rades that only deepen public cynicism about publ
age citizen. As salaries go up, fewer and fewer mem- officials.
bers of Congress have to struggle to meet car payments or mortgage payments, and fewer have to - P.S. Washington is a weekly column submitted
IOCi!I newspapers from U.S. Sen. Paul Simon of Illinois.
sweat to get their children through college.

''
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Who said -that dorm life wasn't fun?
s I egin this spring
emester, I feel it may be a
good time to reflect on my
dorm life experiences. I've
completed three-fourths of
my two-year sentence of living on campus.
I spent my freshman year
In Carman Hall - Eastern's
closest
equivalent
to _
Chicago's Cabrini Green.
I have seen some strange
comings and goings during
my stay out in the boonies,
far beyond the Tundra.
Stories of stray cats and
other domestic animals down the garbage chute have
become Carman Hall's version of the folktale. Bizarre
sex acts were witnessed on the lawn outside the dorm
in the field soon to be called Greek .Court (a fitting
memorial.)
I have also seeri the popularization of an up and
coming sport - the art of the fire escape luge. Inspired
by the poor showing by the Americans in the 1988
Winter Olympics, the young, innovative minds of the
sixth floor took it upon themselves to develop a primitive form of tobogganing in which every participant
could declare himself a champion - at 3 a.m.
First we used a love seat with the feet broken off for
less friction, I suppose. The love seat proved its high
speed capabilities, but could not accommodate more
than two passengers. A boxspring was then implemented. Although more " athletes--- " could enjoy a
fast yet bumpy ride down a steep flight of stairs, stopping abilities remained still a major problem, resulting
in a fractured box spring and .a rough night's sleep.
" In ail- roy years. in· the <lorms I've seen a lot of

weird things," said a concerned resident assistan
"But this one takes the cake."
Somehow we became proud of our accomplis
ments.
My move to Thomas Hall last fall has been ah
bllng experience. I have noticed that if you look fr
the quad at Thomas, Andrews, Lawson, Taylor
their adjoining cafeterias, they resemble a giant set
hablt-tralls. This may explain my sudden urges for
rots and food pellets at feeding time.
Last week, as we lined up for feeding, I could
help but feel like a steer being corralled for t
impending slaughter or even the suicidal lemml
cueing up for the blind leap off the cliff.
As ttie line slowly approached the steam tables,
noticed the morsel of the day was the Eastern favo
'Texas Strawhat. " This nourishing meal consists of a
of Fritos, cheddar cheese that couldn't melt in an
ar attack, and scoop of meat supplement. I have a
ing this is not a popular dish, even in Texas! The o
choice were hot dogs with a greenish tint a
Hiedleberg sandwiches with who knows what Inst
At the risk of stomach damage, I ate some straw
ice cream instead.
The guys on my floor this year have invented
another game properly entitled "eating dangerously.'
Yessir, we live on the edge in Thomas Hall,
seeing who can eat the greatest amount of the m
disgusting food the cafeteria can offer, without iosi
control of all bodily functions. The world record is
rentiy held by "Fozzie," the portly one down the
He ate six generous helpings of gulosh before req
ing emergency medical treatment.
And who said living in the dorms wasn't fun?
- Pete Sea.Jes is the city editor and a guest co/um
for The Daily..Eastern News.•. ·

s .QM meet Other unive"rsiti.es

n Thursday

The Apportionment Board will
scuss budget reports while
uncil on Academic Affairs will
k about general education.
The CAA will meet at 2 p.m.
ursday in the Union addit~on
cola{fuscola Room.
Kandy Baumgardner, chair of
e CAA's Committee on
. .
.
nguage Prof1c1ency, will also
::-.--,.
h. h . . 1 d d
sent a report w 1c 1s me u e
the. study CJf undergraduate
ucat10n. The report reveals stu·b h
.
nts an d mstructors ot put
.
.
.
k"ll
uc h emphas1s on wntmg s 1 s.
. h
·ii
AB w1 meet at 7 p.m. m
t e
nion addition Arcola-Tuscola

pie find out that they have been
accepted early.
Kozlov said Eastern doesn't
have a problem with early bidding. "Everyone abides by our
rules." Kozlov said, "and we
don't want anyone to know until
Thursday night."
Even though the number of
rushees for spring rush is usually
less than fall, Indiana State still
averages 16 pledges for each
chapter. "The chapter that works
the hardest gets the most
(pledges)." Perone said.
Koslov said the fraternities here
should fare well and pick up a
few members. He said there are
usually between eight and 15

•From page 1
method of enforcement. however.
is by a rushee reporting the violation.
"We don't go around (to each
house) to check," Perone said. He
said all national fraternity chapters advocate "dry rush."
"v;ry rush" has been enforced at
Southern. for the past two years,
Thorson said.
.
.
.
The only vwlauons experienced
·m
. the past have been t he earIy
b"dd.
··
he
1 mg of some f ratermttes,
d ~B .d
. · ·
· ·
note . I s are mv1tatlons to JOm
f
.
a ratem1ty.
""' h
,
d
vve aven t encountere a1cohol problems," Thorson said.
However, he said sometimes peo-

nlf':<IPI':<: for

~
ive D.J.
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75¢ Well Drinks
$1.50 Pitchers

75¢ Rail Drinks
$1 Juice Drinks ,
$1 Wine Coolers
Free fries with a
pitcher!

Have something to tell the world?
Do it in the Daily Eastern News
Announcements Section!!

~·<1°!...ttt~~
.Fall and Winter Sale
' L-

PARK PLACE II

• 1,2, & 3
Bedroom units
• Fully Furnished
• Central A/C
• Dishwashers
•Balconies
•Laundry &
Parking

LADIES' NIGHT

8 PM -1AM

P~rh rh~nter

FALL AVAILABILITY
PARK PLACE I

T-SHIRT
AND
ALBUM
GIVEAWAYS!

•Brand new 3
Bedroom units
• Fully Furnished
• Central A/C
• Dishwashers
•Balconies
•Laundry & ·
Parking

40°/o OFF Dresses, Coats, Sweaters,
Blouses~ and warm Sleepwear
20°/o OFF
Zena Jeans
50°/o OFF
Oanskin Tights
and Leotards
25 to 60°/o OFF
....: -~. ·, .- S.~parqtes
1/3 .9FF ttapdbags

(ON 7th ST. ACROSS FROM UNION)
-MICROWAVES AVAILABLE FOR ALL UNITS-

ST. JAMES PLACE (1905.S. 12th ST.)
• 1 & 2 Bedroom Fully Furnished Units
• A.C. •Newly Remodeled
.,.;
_·Laundry & Parking·
, r.
, '

348-1479· {after 1 p.m.)

.

.

'

I

OPEN: 9-6 Mon-Fri
and 9-5 Sat
-'Charleston
30-5 W. Lincoln

or (217) 359•0203

SAVE On The North Side of the Uptown Square
•

'

at Shafer's

I

-

at lnyart's

Thursday, Friday
and Saturday

Come See What's
One Rack

~~-~~

Size 44 &46

SUITS

~-

CLOSE
OUT!
SPORT
COATS

$99

1/2price

1/2 PRICE!

ARROW SHIRTS SPORT
COATS
· 1/2 PRICE!

or less

SPECIALGROUP

$39

Includes:
Shoes
Boots
Athletics

LEATHER JACKETS
Complete Stock

1/2 PRICE

••

DRESS JACKETS
Even King Sizes

$20 & $25

SHAFER'S
601 Monroe

All Handbags
...·.· .
6 Racks Ladies Shoes
1 Table Men's Shoes
Group of Children's
All warm lined Houseslippers

CLOTHING
STORE

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

..

Visa
and
Mastercard

INYART'S
603 Monroe
•

SHOE
STORE

Thursday, janupry 26, t 989

The Dally Eastern Ne

igma Pi

.

~

Rush'89

Jff!!

BY ROS

CLEANERS

Tonight: Formal Smoker 7:00 (Chapter House)

South 4th St Curve
Charleston, IL
345-4546

For rides or info. call 345-9523 or 348-7816

FALL
SPECIAL
FREE DELIVERY

956 6th Street

..,.....................................................................-.

•

:

for information leading to the
person who . stole the
Compact Disc player from
Page One Tavern. If the
player is returned-no harm,
no foul. Other people know
you did it and it is called
Felony Theft-not prank, not
joke, not Ha ha but felony
theft. Every job application is
marked: Have you ever been
convicted of a felony - I want
my compact disc player and
you can have future employment.

•

TIME TO STOCK UP

5
•
•
•••
•

•drafting supplies
•typewriter ribbons
•computer diskettes ·
•other school and office needs

HOURS: 5 p.m. - 1 a.m. Mon-Thurs.
11 a.m. - 2 a.m. Fri. - Sat.
5 p.m. - 12 a.m. Sun ..

1 ITEM THIN CRUST PIZZA's

.

1O" SMALL ....... $4.00 + TAX
12" MEDIUM ..... $5.00 + TAX
14" LARGE ...... $6.00 + TAX
16" X-LARGE .. ·.. $7.00 +TAX

1111

ALSO

••
•
•••
••
••
•••
•
••
••
•

•FREE PEN with every purchase
•

inquire about our fascimile service

1 FREE PEPSI WITH A SMALL OR
MEDIUM PIZZA AND 2 PEPSI'S
WITH A LARGE OR X-LARGE!
· OTHER INGREDIENTS WILL
HAVE ADDITIONAL CHARGES

820 Lincoln Ave
1/2 block east of
Old Main

~ 111111111111111111111111111111111111~~~··~·~·~··~··~~~~~~;~~~~~-~~··~··~···~··~··~,~~~~~0~F~F~E~R~E~X~P~IR~E~S~?~-1~5~-8~9~~~~

S~int

Louis University's

Academic Year in Madrid
COMPLm'B CURRICUWM: Bnp..h,
Spanish, LibcPI Alta, B..a- &
Adminlatndon, TESOL, Seionoca,
m.p.nic Studio
SLU in Miidrid ii a member ol AA/BOB

Onidu• C-offered dilring
Summer S-1Clll in July

-

ApplJ NOW for Sprlna and Summ• 1989

·

Mon tll.a l~.mdea· Ill tbe ..........

Contact:
Raymond L. S.ruv...c. SJ.

Saint Lolak Univenlty In Miidrid
Calle de la Vina,•
M8drid 28003 SPAIN
Tel: 23i.2032/233-2112

Saint 1-ia Uni"¥Crsky
Study Abroed C~
Admi•iom Offioe
221 North Grand Blvd.
St. Louis, MO 63103
Tol..fteo •I: 1-800-3~

N~ble. ~IOVtler

SMOKER
7:00 PM IN THE UNION ·

Shop

Special of
the week

•

For More Info. Call The House

345-7501

Basket Arrangement

for

$9.95
503 Jefferson

345-7007

.

LlX DE.LTA CHI~
FORMAL SMOKER
TONIGHT AT 7:00
At the Chapter House
848 6th st.
Rides will be available
at Carmen & Thomas
at 6:50 p.m ·
For more info
345-9053

c~ll

~

c·LEARANCE. SA.LE·!
C.LEA.RANCE SALE !
-

AU Sctlool Supplies
additional 50% OFF!
Notebooks,_Folders,
Filler Paper, Pens,
Pencils

- All Clothes

additional 25°k o
(excluding Walls & Liberty
REEBOK, GIORGIO,
COMOSPORT

·-.SELECTED WINTER CLOTHES

Additional 50°/o off!!
All Sales Final on Clearance Items

·· Scotch BX Cassettes
60 & 90 min ..99
Cassette Players & Recorders
only $9.99 and up.

Panasonic KX 1418
Answering .Machine
Only $29.99

.

DOUBLE DISCOUNT CENTER
MON. - SAT. 9-5 SUN. 12-4 PHONE# 235-2442
By UPS Mattoon, West Old State Road

They drank beer.
•

•, •

T

lots of it

he Black Knights of the
Eml:iarrass.
They were probably the
most talked about organization
in Eastern' s history,
,During their "heyday" in the
the late 1950s, when Dwight D.
Eisenhower was President and
the· television set was just emerging into America's mainstream,
they might have been considered
the " radicals" of a conservative
society.
For the Black Knights, started
by a group of Korean War veterans, had only one purpose while
they were students at what was
then Eastern Illinois State
College.
''They drank beer," said
Herbert L. Brooks, who was
Eastern's director of Veterans
Affairs in 195 7. "It was a social
group. They never pretended to
have any kind of socio-economic
goals. They just got together and
drank lots of beer. As I recall,
you had to chug-a-lug a bottle of
beer straight down in so many
seconds as part of the initia,.
1
tion."

very traditional," Anfinson said.
" There was some drinking, but
not much. Actually, I think they
(Black Kights) were just looking
to have a lot of fun and trying to
escape the boredom of the social
life_ here."
Brooks, who knew two of the
Knights' leaders, said the group
may have existed since the early
1950s, but did not become popular until the later half of the
decade when they would gather
weekly at Chink and Leno's tavern downtown and drink beer ..
. lots of it.
"Chink and Leno's (now
known as just Chink's on
Monroe Avenue) was one of the
places that you could buy beer
by the quart. All the members of
the Black Knights had their own
beer steins and kept them hung
on a rack behind the bar,"
Brooks explained.
"It was a big thing for them to
go there, drink lots of beer, play
shuffleboard and eat
Chinkburgers. (Chinkburgers
were made with a thick slice of
cooked salami and a stice of
cheese between two buns.) They
were just a bunch of fun-loving
guys. For a symbol, they took
the Falstaff beer shield and
engraved BKE (Black Knights of
the Embarrass) on it."
And when the Black Kights,
weren't pounding Falstaff beer at
Chink and Leno's, they could
probably be found east of
Charleston, holding keg parties
on the banks of th~ Embarrass
River.
"Sometimes they used to stay
"And they were talked about
out there for a whole weekend,''
because back then, Eastern was
Brooks said. "They would have
deaf on drinking. They were
clandestine. They weren't recog- what they called corn field relays
and play games like a corn stalk
nized as a campus organizathrow, a javelin toss and a cake
tion," Brooks noted.
Rudolf Anfinson, who was the throw. Once one of the guys
told me they threw one of the
Dean of Students when the
cakes in the river and they had
Black Knights became famous,
explained that in the late 1950s, to walk more than a mile downstream before they could catch
Charleston was a boring town .
up with it. And at other times,
and the Black Knights were just
looking to have a little fun. "The_ they'd have a big bonfire and
have a three or four day hog
university at that time was quite
barbecue."
peaceful and the social !ife was

k,

'
They were simy fun-loving people.
ey were good students
d sharp guys.

' '

Photo reprinted from 1957 Warbler

The Black Knights of the Embarras as they were pictured in Eastern's year·
book, the 195 'l Warbler.
The Black Knights of the
peaceful and gave us no trouble
Embarrass soon became the talk at all. I think they were just havof the university, Brooks said fpr ing a lot of fun and trying to
former Eastern President,
escape the boredom.
Quincy Dounda, the Black
The Black Knights' climax
Knights even became an
came in 1957, when, one day,
embarassment.
they decided to have a parade of
"Everywhere Quincy Doudna
their qwn. They dressed up in
went, people would ask him
tuxedos, started up their cars
about the Black Knights,''
and paraded down Lincoln
Brooks said. "He (Doudna) start- avenue.
ed sending letters to the mem"The word had been passed
bers and threatened to throw
to us that we were to take pie- ~. -~·- ~- ...
them out." , , •
.... - ,~ "'.. ~~ t~¢CP~f'$ldg, ~ ;tf·~.; -. ; ~ ~~-- ,.. :
But it would have been kind
thing serious happened, Wf! were " "' ~
of hard to throw the Black
supposed to take pictures so we ·
Knights out of school since they
could identify them in the act,"
had some of the highest GPA's
Anfinson said. 'The truth of the.
on campus.
matter is, we had the cameras,
"I suspect if there W?S any
but we'd didn't put any film in
way to prove it, that their GPA
them."
was higher than any Greek orgaThe members of the Black
nization on campus," Brooks
Knights of the Embarrass then
said. "They were simply fun-lov- graduated and the group eventuing peopl~. They were good stu- ally dissipated on campus. Some
dents and sharp guys. And at the say they still exist, but not to the
time Eastern tried to break it up,
extreme they did in the late
they made national news."
1950s. Try to trace the whereAnfinson said he recalled
abouts of the members through
Doudna discussing throwing the
the Brainard Alumni House and
Black Knights out of Eastern.
you'll probably find that the
''That organization was
record of the Black Knight
accused of things on campus
you're looking for is lost.
they probably didn't even have a
For about three years, the
part of,'' said Anfinson, recalling Black Knights of the Embarass
were the biggest thing that hapwhen a pumpkin was found on
the clock on McAfee
pened to Eastern. And when the
Gymnasil!.111. "The Black Knights people who knew them look
were never a troublesome
back on it all, they remember
group. The campus in those
the Black Knights as fun loving
days just wasn't used to groups
guys who did only one thing. .
like that. They were generally
"They drank beer . . lots-Of it.''
;

Lil:Il
$1.50
P·i tchers ALL
NITE

• •

Delta S1gma Pi
Professional Business Fraternity
Cordially Invites you to
Their Spring Rush Events
'

Tonight Jan. 26 - Formal Meeting
7 p.m. Gallery (Below Bowling Alley)
For rides and lnformaion call
John or Gary at 348-7533 or
Kathy at 348-5498

1
·I

AT TED'S TONITE

MILLER LITE NIGHT

25¢
75¢

MILLER LITE
NATURAL LITE
HOT DOGS
SCHNAPPS
RUM & COKE
FUZZY NAVELS
BLUE TAIL FLY

i

~j

Thursday's·
SA January 26, 1989

Classified ads

[}!Services Offered

[}!For Rent

"My Secretary" Professional
resumes, papers, letters, etc.
903 18th. 345-1150. 9.a.m. to 5
p.m.

Rooms for women 1415 7th St.
Leasing for ' 89-'90 , two
6th house from campus. 345bedroom apt. Ideal for two,
3845 $165 or $110 with most
three
or
four
people .
utilities.
Reasonable 345-2416.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 010
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1/27
Need 2 or 3 females for two
Apt. for rent for 1,2,3,4 people
furnished apartments near
reasonable rates 2 blocks from
Campus. All utilities paid. 345Buzzard. For summer or fall.
4243.
· Call 345-2784.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _010
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1/27
2 non-smoking males for apt.
Female Subleaser Needed
near south campus. $150 ea. + Now. Rent Negotiable. Close to
share utilities. 345-3771.
campus.
Call
345-9105
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _010
~egarding Apt. Bloomfield 24.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1/30
Nice 1,2, and 3 bedroom
furnished houses for 1989-90 NICE BEDROOM For Woman
school year. Two people per
Student in PRIVATE HOME.
bedroom. 10 month lease.
Cheap: $100/month. Close to
$160/mo. Call 345-3148
campus, all utilities included;
evenings.
washer-dryer available; kitchen
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _010
privileges . This is a single
Spacious
2
Bedroom
bedroom for one student.
Apartment 818 7th. For Spring
Available Feb. 1 through May
and Summer 345-2783.
15 deposit required. Call 348_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1/26
8044 or 581-6220 From 5:00
Three, Four, & Five- bedroom
pm-10:00 pm.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1/27
houses for fall, 1 block from
campus. Call 345-6621 or 348Male vacancy available at Park
8349.
Place
for
immediate
occupancy. Contact Park Place
------~--010
Leasing for Fall '89. Clean, well
348-1479.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ /00
kept Houses & Apts. Singles or
SEITSINGER RENTAL HOUSE
Groups. 345-7993 Evenings.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1/31
1074 10th St. 1 girl needed for
Apartment with single room for
2nd semester (now). Heat ·and
rent, spring semester. Low garbage · pick-up included. Call
utilities, reasonable rent. call
345-7136.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1/27
345-6000 for details.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1/31
Available now or any time up to
RENT A MICROWAVE OR
August; a clean 4 bedroom
DORM SIZE REFRIGERATOR.
apartment. W/D, low utilities,
ONLY $7.80 Pf:R MONTH . water & garbage included. $90
PHONE 348-7746.
ea. Also other apartments &
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _010
houses for summer & fall. 3452 Br Furnished House; 2 Blocks 4494.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _2/7
from campus. 320/Month.
Security Dep. required. 348Quiet 1 bedroom furnished
0772.
apartment near square. Utilities
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1/27 · paid call 345"4336.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.2/17
Need 2 Female Non-smoking
roommates for 1989-90 school
2 female subleasers needed for
year. Regence Apts. 581-5286.
Park Place II during summer.
Call Soon.
Ask for Kim . 345-6441.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1/27
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1/26
Leasing for ' 89-'90, one
Furnished
apartment
bedroom apt. near campus . available for 3-4-5 summer
Ideal for two people. Clean , subletasers. Park Place 348reasonable. 345-2416.
5954.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1/29
1127

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _515

Expecting company? Or just
plain lazy? Let us clean your
house or apartment. Call Angie
or Candy at 345-3123.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1/26
PROFESSIONAL RESUME
PACKAGES: Quality papers,
big selection, excellent service.
PATTON QUICK PRINT; 820
Lincoln , next to Super-K . 3456331.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _010

[}!Help Wanted
· Spend a yr. as a NANNY. Enjoy
New York, Phila., the beach.
Pay off loans/save money.
Room & board, great salaries,
benefits, airfare. Call/write
PRINCETON
NANNY
. PLACEMENT, 301 N. Harrison
St. #416, Princeton, NJ 08540;
(609) 497-1195.
1/23-27,2/6-10&20-24
.

- ~Adoption
LOVING SECURE COUPLE
. WISHES
TO
ADOPT
NEWBORN. EXPENSES PAIO.
CALL COLLECT ANYTIMEILENE 312-472-6386.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _2/10
ADOPTION : Financially secure
childless couple wish to adopt
infant. Will give love, warmth,
security.
Legal/Medical
expenses paid . Call collect
618-466-8450 Tom & Jackie.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _3/8

[}!For Rent
SPRING
SEMESTliR
AVAILABLE 2 BEDROOM
APARTMENTS. APARTMENT
RENTALS 820 LINCOLN
STREET. 348-7746 .
_ _ _ __ _ _ _ _5/5
Two . bedroom house with
garage. No Pets. Will consider
short term lease. 345-1378.
_ _ _ ____ 1/26-30,2/2

[}!For Rent

Report errors immediately at 581-2812. Correct
ad will appear in the next edition. Unless notified,
we cannot be responsible for an incorrect ad after
its first insertion. Deadline 2 p.m . previous day.

[}!For Sale

[}!For Sale

~Lost/Found

GOVERNMENT
SEIZED
Vehicles from $100. Fords.
Mercedes. Corvettes. Chevys.
Surplus. Buyers Guide. (1) 805687-6000 Ext. S-9997.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _2/20
GOVERNMENT
SEIZED
Vehicles from $100. Fords .
Mercedes. Corvettes. Chevys.
Surplus. Buyers Guide. (1) 805687-6000 Ext. S-9997.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _2/8
1980 AMC Spirit Automatic
very low mileage. $1800. Call
345-3062.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1/26
For Sale FRIGIDAIRE APT.
SIZE WASHER AND DRYER,
OPERATES ON 110 VOLTS.
$200. BTWN. 9-6 345-6898.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1/27
GUITARS, EFFECTS PEDALS,
STRINGS,
PICKS,
AMPLIFIERS ETC. GARY'S
PHOTO SERVICE
1309
REYNOLDS 345-6898.
1/27
N 1NT ENDO POWER SET,
cartridges, joystick, and storage
case for sale. Call Greg at 5813027 after 6:30.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1/27
For Sale: LIKE NEW, LOTUS
STUDENT EDITION 1-2-3.
CALL 345-5123.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1/26

For Sale: 1976 Buick, AM-FM,
AC, PS, PB, TILT. Wellmaintained, good condition,
local owner. Only 92,000 miles.
$650- O.B.O. Call 345-4106.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1/27

LOST: Student ID Dawn
Marshall. Turn in at the
Daily Eastern News front
desk.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1/30
Found Last Monday - Black
kitten w/ 2 white spots. Has
Brown flea collar. Call 3451572
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1/30
LOST RED FOLDER IN
EITHER
BUZZARD
OR
COLEMAN CONTAINING EQ.
PSYCH. NOTES, HANDOUTS.
TURN IN AT DAILY EASTERN
NEWS.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1/30

---------

r···. ·sruo£Ni. . . .

[]!Lost/Found

PATTI LEINER: Pick up your
driver's license at the Daily
Eastern News in Buzzard.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1/26
LOST: WATCH AT TOP OF
ROCS ON SATURDAY NIGHT.
IF FOUND PLEASE CALL 3455975
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1/26
Lost purple wallet call when
found 348-5802.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1/26
Tokens Balloon and flower
LOST: A dark red ladies' . delivery service. Great for
billfold, Jan. 15-20, keep
birthdays , surprises or any
money. Please return billfold & occasion . Candy and gilt
pictures. No questions asked.
combos available. 345-4600.
PH 345-6105.
1/ca24,26,30;2/1,3,7,9, 13, 15,1
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1/30
7,21,23,27 - - - - - - - ··
Dog Found: Black Lab mix with
JOIN THE BLACK ANO
white stripe on front. Please
GOLD OF SIGMA NU.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1126
call 345-4725.
It's great to be GREEK! get
LOST: Runners Training
involved with panhelt
Log/Appointment book on 1/23 Application Deadlines are
at Lantz or Life Sci. Red cover
1/20/89. See your Delegate
w/ jogger. Call 345-1460.
for details!
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1/30
_ _ _ _ _ _ca1/23,25,27

[]!Announcements

APARTMENTS

Regency

Available

Apts.

Nc;:>w, Summer
and Fall
For 1,2 or_

4 people

APARTMENT
RENTALS

Your Home away
from Home that
Cares
Don't be left Homeless
call 345-9105 for appt.

.Phone

348-7746
11111111111111111111111111111111111

Thursday's

The Daily Eastern News

Crossword Puzzle
""24 His pen name
was Jonathan
1 Stu~trees
Oldstyle
5 Dessert for
26 Phooey'
ice-cream lovers
28 Meantime
10 Black and White
32 Colette novel:
14 Third of a nonet
1920
15 Migratory
34 Part of AC/DC
workers 1n the
35 Reply often
30's
heard ip June
16 Escapade
36 E.H tale of the
Kennedy
17 E.H. tale re a visit
dyrasty?
to the Vatican?
(with "The")
40 Musical talen1
20 Pesach event
41 Elba, to
Napoleon
21 "The Purloined
Letter" author
42 Handbell
sounds
22 Place for a serial
no.
43 Make bootees
23 Combustion
46 Proceed
residue
vigerously

ACROSS

.:.
~

...

.... -

~

47 City on the Rio
Grande
49 lower Slobbovia
res1dert
-52 Deadly
55 Jewish teacher
s&Overused
58" E.H . tale re a
beggar's
reformation?
61 Say nay
62 Pulitzer novelist
and family
63 Seafood morsel
64 Impresses
greatly
65 Kind of crayon
66 Actress Daly

Name: _________________
Address: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Phone: - - - - - - -Students

harasse~

No

Ad to read:
'·

DOWN

9 Erhard s ther3pv
10 Kind of rammer
11 Certain mahJOngg player
12 No-smoking
spot, tor one

D Yes D

Dates to run _____________~

Under Classification of:. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

1 Some Siouans

2 Van Gogh lrved
here
3 Familiar form of
address
4"--been
sleeping in my
bed"
s Good . to
Georges
6 Giraffes' kn
7 Lesser-known
8 forments

Classified Ad Form

Expiration code (office use only) _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Person accepting ad _ _ _Compositor _ __ __
no. words/days
13 Keel's after part
18 Maestro
Toscanini
19 Tinge
25Asawhole
27 More m1nuscuie
29 Adventurer's
delight
30 Mid month, 1n
old Rome
31 Crooks'
patterns, for
short

32 Scorch
33 Long sandwich
34 Taproom c;uaff
36 P.L
37 Hyde. to Jeky I
38 T'leater district
39 Affect mutually
44 Mild cigars
45 Robust
46 Toaster's glass
48 Swedish Nobelist
1n Physics 1912

SO Willy 's

companion
51 Hindu life

principle
52 Type of bean
53 Millay's " - Figs From
Thistles ·
54 London gallery
57 Salinger girl
59U .S.
servicewoman
80 Noted literary
monogram

Payment:

Amount due :$ _ _ __

D Cash D Check D Credit
Check number _ _ __

20 cents per word first day ad runs. 14 cents per word
each consecutive day thereafter. Students with vaild ID 1
cents per word first day. 1O cents per word each
consective day. 15 word minimum .
Student ads must be paid m advance.
The News reserves the right to edit or retuse ads
considered libelous or in bad taste.

Thursday's

Report errors immediately at 581-2812. Correct
ad will appear in the next edition. Unless notified,
we cannot be responsible for an incorrect ad after
its first insertion. Deadline 2 p.m. previous day.

Classified ads
(fAnnouncements

CJrAnnouncements

THE LOWEST PRICE IN
WARD WENT BOWLING!!
TOWN, WITH FREE PICK-UP
AND SCORED OVER 200
& DELIVERY. RESUMES, TWICE! MIRACLES CAN HAPTERM PAPERS, DESKTOP
PEN. LOVE, YOU KNOW
PUBLISHING.
CUSTOM
WHO.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _1/26
FORMS, FLYEAS, ETC. 3481513 7 AM TIL NOON. HOT DELTA CHI Formal Smoker
LINE 856-2172.
tonight at 7:00 at the House.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _1/31
For rides and info. call 345Get involved with Panhellenic 9053.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _1/26
Council, Now is your chance!
All interested sorority women
Hungry? Come to Tase of
should contact your panhellenic Taylor. January 29, 1989 4:307:30
delegate
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _1/27
,_ _ _ _ _ _ _ca1/24,26
MAZATLAN FREE for Spring
LORI DAVIS: CONGRATS ON
DOING A WONDERFUL JOB
Break be a campus rep for Sun
Spot Tours. Call 312-358-1703.
IN RED ROSE WEEK!
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _1/30
TOMORROW'S THE BIG DAY!
T.G.l.F THIS FRIDAY NIGHT
l'M SO PROUD Of' YOU!!
AND EVERY FRIDAY NIGHT
CARRY THAT ROSE PROUDON TOP OF PAGE ONE TAVLY! REMEMBER, YOUR MOM
ERN. $3.00 GIRLS/$3.50
LOVES YOU!! PHI SIG LOVE
GUYS ALL YOU CAN DRINK.
& MINE-RENEE P.S. DON'T
USE ENTRANCE IN ALLEY.
FORGET TONIGHT, BE NICE!!
_ __ _ _ _ _ _ 1/26
OPEN AT 9 P.M.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1/27
Traci S. Just two days away
Faculty couple seeks tasteful,
from Activation! You've come a
older house to rent. Two+ bedlong way. Love, Mom
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1/26
rooms, formal dining, storage.
Call Devon (6313) or John . Carl H. Happy 5th month. It's
(6295) or both (348-0083).
been sweet so far, so lets see if
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1/27
we could hang in there. Love,
WANTED: Bass player for rock
Diane (Puffalumps)
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1/26
band to be playing Ted's later
this semester. From Zeppelin to
Alpha Sigma Tau loves our new
Floyd. Leave name message.
Sigma pledges!
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _1/26
348-7518.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1/26
ASTs-Do you know where your
Driver needed: Must have own
formal dates are?
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _1/26
car, able to work early early
morning weekends and knowlT.G.l.F. FRIDAY NIGHT! LIVE
edge of Illinois is helpful. Good
D.J., DANCING $3.50/$3.00
pay plus mileage. Call 1-800- ALL YOU CAN DRINK! TOP
OFROC'S!
686-KIWI ASAP for full details.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _1/27
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1/27
Ladies: Formals are coming up
NEED A KEG FOR YOUR
PARTY, CALL BOB NIELSEN
SOON! How do your hands
KING OF KEGS, PAGE ONE
look? For an in-home profesTAVERN 345-9066.
sional manicure Call Gale at
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _1/27
348-5765.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1/26
DON'T MISS IT ALL CAMPUS
BASH Bottom of Roe's SAT 9-1
Alpha Sigma Alpha Pledges
$4 Guys $3 Girls.
(EX) : CONGRATS ON GOING
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1/27
ACTIVE! YOU'RE GOING TO
LADIES NIGHT SAT Bottom of
MAKE ME PROUD OF YOU!
Roe's 9-1 AYCD $3 Girls $4
LOVE, YOUR DREAM MAN
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _1/26
Guys
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _1/27
CYNDI SCHMID - The week
SIGMA NU FRATERNITY you've worked for is here, carry
you rose with pride and get
FORMAL SMOKER TONIGHT
AT 7:30. 1515 NINTH ST. CALL
psyched for this weekend. PHI
SIG love Mom Liz and A-Mom
348-5182 FOR RIDES. SIMAngie
PLY THE BEST
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _1/26
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1/26
T.G.l.F. TONIGHT ON TOP OF
DAN GARRETI - Hope your
PAGE ONE TAVERN. $3 .00
21st birthday is special!!
GIRLS/$3.50 GUYS ALL YOU
Celebrate it well and have
CAN DRINK. USE ENTRANCE
one on me. Phi Sig Love
IN ALLEY. OPEN AT 9 P.M.
Angie
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1/26
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1/27

Campus Clips
CIENT, MEDIEVAL AND RENAISSANCE SOCIETY Musicians'
nsemble rehearsal will be tonight at 7:30 pm in 109 Coleman
II. Anyone interested in learning to play recorder is welcome to
end. Instruments and music supplied.
U DANCERS To all interested new members as well as current
members, there will be a dance rehearsal tonight at 7 pm at
flee Dance Studio. Come prepared to dance.
REEK WEEK CO-CHAIRS will meet tonight at 8 pm in the
Martinsville Room. Mandatory.
DPMA-DATA MANAGEMENT PROCESSING ASSOCIATION will
eet tonight at 7 pm in BH300. All new members welcome
PHA PHI OMEGA Information tables will be today from 9-3pm
the Union. National Coed Service Fraternity.
A-RESIDENCE HALL ASSOCIATION will meet tonight at 5 pm
East Hall Lobby. Early dinner will be at 4:05 in Carman Hall.
TERS OF THE DIAMOND will meet tonight at 6 pm in the
nion Walkway. Mandatory.
C weekly meeting will be tonight at 6:30 in the Martinsville
m. Go over Rush-Greek Week.
.R.S.S.A. will not meet this week. Our next meeting will be on
uesday. Check Campus Clips for details.
ITV GOSPEL FELLOWSHIP will have Bible Study tonight at 6
in the Green-up Room (Union).
mpus Clips are published daily, free of charge, as a public ser'ce to the campus. Clips should be submitted to The Daily
astern News office by noon one business day before date to be
blished (or date of event). Information should include event
me of sponsoring organization, (spelled out no Greek Letter
breviations). date, time and place of event, plus any other pertint information. Name and phone number of submitter must be
luded. Clips submitted after noon of deadline day cannot be
aranteed publication. No clips will be taken by phone. Clips will
n,m O!l~ .<:lt!Y_<?f!IY for:_ any e:vent,
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CJrAnnouncements

[jfAnnouncements [jfAnnouncements CJrAnnouncements

Heidi, it's our last day as
teenagers - Enjoy it! And get
ready for tomorrow. XO E.G.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _1/26
SIGMA NU FRATERNITY: SIMPLY THE BEST
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _1/26
Sig Taus I am really looking forward to the GREAT year we
have ahead of us. Thanks for
everything - you guys are the
GREATEST! Love, Cindy
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1/26
CINDY PHILLIPS - I couldn't
ask for a greater roomie and
All-Greek
sister!
Congratulations on getting
lavaliered to JOHN and being
SIG TAUS 1989 White Rose!
Love - LISA
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1/26
Anyone interested in teaching
aerobics. Call V's Body Visions
at 345-6161 . Reasonable hours
and good pay. Tryouts begin
this Saturday.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _1/27
V's Body Visions is sponsoring
aerobics' classes at just $15 a
month! Call now and get an
early start on Spring Break.
345-6161
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _1/27
BDM SOUND IMAGES DISC
JOCKEYS MIKE OR DOUG
345-7416 BRIAN 345-1044
THE PARTY SPECIALISTS
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1/27
CLUB NIGHT top of ROC'S
SATURDAY NIGHT NEW
LIGHT/SOUND SYSTEM FEATURED MUSIC. NITZER EBB,
REVOLTING COCKS, CURE,
CULT, 242 $3 A.Y.C.D.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1/27
SPEND A WEEK, NOT A FORTUNE! Party in Daytona and
get Leid (Hawaiin Luau Style)
Randy and John will make your
spring break the best. Call 3459432
-~------1/30
LAUGH LAUGH LAUGH ... and
then some!! COMEDY NIGHT
AT E.L. Krackers tonight; 3
nationally known comedians to
perform!!
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _1/26
HA! HA! HA! Come to E.L.
Krackers for lots of laughter it's
COMEDY
NIGHT
TONIGHT!
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1/26
Don't miss out: E.L Kracker's
-Comedy night Tonight. It's hysterical!
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _1/26
SISTERS OF THE DIAMOND
Th.ere will be a mandatory
meeting Thursday at 6:00 in
Union Walkway.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1/26

Delta Sigma Phi Rush Formal
Smoker 9:00 tonight at the
Chapter house. Formal attire
required. For rides and info.
Call 345-4731
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _1/26
Alpha Gamma Delta Pledges:
You girls are the greatest!
Thanks for the surprise on
Monday night, only one more
week! I love you all! Mary
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _1/26
Delta Sigma Phi Rush Formal
Smoker 9:00 tonight at the
chapter house. Formal attire
required. For rides and info.
Call: 345-4731
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _1/26

Delta Sigma Phi Rush Formal
Smoker 9:00 tonight at the
chapter house. Formal attire
required. For rides and info.
Call 345-4731
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _1/26
NONIE BARRETI: CONGRATULATIONS TO OUR AWESOME PRESIDENT ON GETTING OVERALL GREEK
WEEK CHAIRMAN . WE'RE
PROUD OF YOU!!! LOVE,
YOUR ALPHA PHI SISTERS
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1/26
Show someone you care ...send
them a . Classified in The Daily
Eastern News!

PHI SIGMA SIGMA, Thanx
for everything! You all did
one terrific job and I'm very
proud of you guys. Keep
your heads up I love you all.
TK
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1/26
CINDY
PHILLIPS:
Congratulations on getting
lavaliered anc:;I also for
being chosen the White
Rose Queen of Sigma
Tau
Gamma .
Your
Parents love you! Tracey
and Brian.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1/26
Find it in The Classifieds!

A LOOK AT
BLACK HERITAGE
THE DAILY
EASTERN NEWS
BLACK HISTORY MONTH
ESSAY CONTEST

A noble past - a proud future
The month of February will be a celebrationof black American·
Heritage at Eastern. To increase awarenessand gain insight into
the black experience The Daily Eastern Newsis sponsoring an
all-campus essay contest.
Contest rules:
1. Entries should be 500 words or less.Essays should portray a person, a
time period, or an event - local or otherwise- which promoted the advancement of blacks or deal with the role of blacks in American society. Essays
may also address ways in which a student could promote this advancement in
the future.
2. The contest is open to all students, with the exception of those currently
Working for Student Publications and any past editors of these publications.
3. Entries must be submitted to the Daily Eastern News office no later than 4
p.m. FRIDAY, FEB. 10.
4. Judging will take place the week of Feb. 11-18.
5. Essays and photos of the top three winners will be published on the editorial page of The Daily Eastern News the week of Feb. 20-24.
6. Prizes will be awarded prior to the Miss Black EIU Pageant on Feb. 25.

Contest Prizes donated by:

Coach
Eddy's
348-8218

345-4600

a
m

348-1626

BLOOM COUNTY

Doonesbury
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New goalie gives Blackhawks a Ifft Proposal 42 not
VANCOUVER,
British
Columbia (AP)-Alain Chevrier's
sense of timing couldn't be better
for the Chicago Blackhawks.
The new goaltender has spent
only two hours in Chicago, but
already he's won praise from Mike
Keenan, the NHL's club's hard-to-please coach.
.
Acquired last week from !he
Winnipeg Jets, Chevrier has won
two road games for Chicago, the
latest a 4-2 decision Tuesday night
over the weak-shooting Vancouver
Canucks.
"The experience he has brought
to the position has helped the team
gain confidence ," said Keenan.
" Goaltending has been the differ-

ence in the wins."
Chevrier kicked out 31 shots
against Vancouver and held the
Canucks scoreless during a twoman advantage on the power play
for a minute and 15 seconds in the
first period.
"I don't know mucl:i about
Chicago because I only spent two
hours there last week at the airport," said Chevrier. "All I know is
I'm with a new team and I have to
impress my teammates and management."
Chevrier began the season with
the Jets after spending the previous
year with the New Jersey Devils.
He was traded to Winnipeg for
winger Steve Rooney after the

r------------------------,
TWO LARGE
PIZZAS &
Qt of COKE

Shop The Daily Eastern News
Classified ads!

~C~O~M~E~D~Y~N~l~G~H~T~~~·

Doors open at 8:00 show at 9:00
come early for a good seat ! !
Dancing and Drink Specials after the Show I I
,J1J<J

345-7312 ... -

~

ItaCian 'l(_estauraunt

-

SIGMA CHI

~t
New Philly Sandwich
_. ..
Shaved Beef, Mozzarella Cheese, Green
Peppers & Onions, Sauteed and served on
a French roll
$2.95
Thursday's Special

FORMAL ~

SMOKER
THURSDAY

7PM

Italian Sausage Sand.
· Lasagna Dinner
w/ Fries & Reg. Drink
Salad & Garlic Bread
$2.50
$3.95
Late Night Specials 9 pm - 1 am

ASSOCIATION OF COLLEGE UNIONS
INTERNATIONAL (ACU-1)

QUALIFYING TOURNAMENTS

See DIAL "M" FOR MURDER at 6:30
and THE BIRDS at 9:00, both for $1.00

BOWLING
MEN AND WOMEN TEAMS (5 MEN &5 WOMEN)
BOWL 4 GAMES- THUR. NIGHT-JAN . 26 7:00PM
BOWL 4 GAMES- FRI NIGHT- JAN. 27 4:00 PM
(Must be present both nights)
COST: $6:00 FOR EIGHT GAMES

BILLIARDS
8-BALL DOUBLE ELIMINATION BY ACU-1 RULES ,
2 PLAYERS WILL QUALIFY FOR REGIONAL TOURNAMENT

QUALIFYING TOU RNAMENT - SAT JAN. 28th 1O:OOam.
COST: $2.00 PLUS 1/2 POOL TIME FOR EACH MATCH

TO SIGN UP OR r=oR MORE INFORMATION STOP BY
THE BOWL1NG LANES OR CALL 581-36 1 6
•
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IT'S A MATTER
OF PRIDE

1617 9th St
(Coat and Tie)
FOR RIDES AND INFO
CALL: 345-9023

2 Hithchcock's FOR THE PRICE OF 1

(MUST HAVE AT LEAST A 2.0 GPA TO PARTICIPATE IN
EITHER BOWLING OR POOL)

.

it probably wouldn't have
affected the women's basketball program is because the
coaches really don't recruit
those athletes who have a
poor academic background.
So although Proposal 42
is likely to be shot down next
January, it still leaves open
the question of whether the
current system for admission
into universities for minority
students is a fair one.

Three different, nationally
known comedians every week!

jerry's Pizza
&Pub
345-2844
4th & Lincoln

'9

gle in the Norris Division. "He's

•Continued on page JOA
Women's basketball coach
Barbara Hilke agreed with
Schmidt, but even though it
doesn't affect her personally,
Hilke is still concerned about
it.
"It's discriminatory and
racially and economically
biased," Hilke said. "Just
because it doesn't affect me
personally, it doesn't make it
right."
Hilke said another reason

at E.L. Krackers

$12.95
's
o.<'J~ Memory Lane

Devils decided their future was with
rookie Sean Burke in goal.
A standup netminder, Chevrier
had an 8-8-2 record in Winnipeg
with young netminders Pokey
Reddick and Daniel Berthiaume for
the rest of the season.
The 27-year-old from Cornwall,
Ontario, appeared destined to ride
the bench until the Blackhawks
decided they were in need of a veteran. Injuries had sidelined young
netmindersJimmy Waite and Darren
Pang, leaving rookie Ed Belfour to
guard the nets.
"Chevrier has been very consistent
and we 're pleased,'! said Keenan.

•

FRIDAY, JAN.27
UNIVERSITY BALLROOM
sponsored by: University Board
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Interim .AD ·to apply for post
Interim athletic director Joan
Schmidt has put herself in the
running for the Eastern post.
Schmidt was named to the post
on an interim basis by President
Stan Rives to replace R.C.
Johnson, who accepted the athletic director's position at Miami
(Ohio) University Jan. 3.
Although Schmidt has been
involved with the athletic program at Eastern since 1970 and as
associate athletic director since
1977, she said she also has many
new ideas for the program.
If chosen, Schmidt would

nther Lounge ·

ean Green
Mickey's

75¢
Ball Tournaments
Sat. 1 p.m.

become the first woman athletic
director of a university with a
Division I football team.
"I would say some people
would perceive that (first woman
to n1n a Division I football program) as a detriment," Schmidt
said. "I've been spending some
time working on the (football)
schedule, and I haven't noticed
any resistance from the people I
have worked with."
But Schmidt said she might
encounter "the old-boy network
in athletics."
"I don't think I need to have
been a football coach to run an
athletic program," Schmidt said.
Among the new idras Schmidt

says she has for Eastern would be
strengthening the academic side
of athletics.
"I am very interested in the
academic support of the athletes,"
Schmidt said.
Schmidt said she would like to
develop a program that gives ath- .
letes help in tutoring and guidance.
Rives announced the 12 members of a search committee to
begin the nationwide search for a
new athletic director on Monday.
Redesiging the pres~nt award
system is another idea Schmidt
would like to work on. Schmidt
said she would like to "review
the award program and how we

award our athletes."
She said she would look at the
possibility of having an awards
presentation or banquet.
Eastern currently does not have
any kind of department-sponsored
awards banquet.
Working under Johnson the
past eight years has helped
Schmidt, especially concerning
fund raising, "I've learned a lot
from him."
Schmidt said that although she
has been involved in Eastern athletics for 18 years, she is receptive to new ideas.
"I'm pretty open-minded," she
said. "I am always looking for
ways to improve the program."

GOLDEN DRAGON
·CHINESE RESTUARANT

ALL - YOU - CAN - EAT.
·BUFFET
LUNCH

DINNER

$395

$595

BUdweiser.

FREE TEA WITH MEAL

KING OF BEERS.

ATlllTE OF TIE WEEI

i~s¢
IKSTY'S
ive D.J.'s
hooter bar
Pool Tables

Jfae-,

& MONROE
THE SOUARE LESTON.IL

1ans Irish Red
$1.00
8-cl

The Kitchen

Presents In Concert
Saturday Jan 28
9:30 pm - I: 00 a.m.

LISA TYLER

JAY TAYLOR

(Aurora, IN-South Dearborn
HS), senior forward, led the
basketball Lady Panthers to
Gateway Conference victories
over Wichita State and
Southwest Missouri State,
with 16 points, six rebounds
and six assists against WSU
nd 13 poi.nts along with a
career-high 17 rebounds
~
against SMSU.

(Aurora-East) scored Lantz
Gym record 47 points, 2nd
highest single point total ever
in 106-87 win over Chicago
State.

NO COVER CHARGE

12" THICK CRUST
PEPPERONI p·1.ZZA
Only

•
(Offer Expires 2/5/89)

No Coupon Necessary - Just Ask!

. Choice Sirloi
harbroiled"

Charleston and 'E.1 ..u.

emade Frie
ole Slaw

348-1626

$5.95
•• 1

Pr.oposal 42 not likely to.be implemented
r

By MIKE FITZGERALD
Managing editor

''

It's discriminatory and racially and

A proposal passed by the economically biased. Just because it
NCAA membership two weeks
wht?:h denies athletic scholar- doesn't affect me personally, it doesn't
ships and most other financial aid make it right.
to freshman who don't meet minimum academic requirements
under Proposition 48 isn't likely
Eastern 's Women's Basketball coach
to survive·long enough to go into
Barbara Hilke
effect in August 1990.
Proposal 42 has caused such an
outcry of charges of racism and
discrimination from black athletic letes are eligible to participate in possible 36) on the ACT.
Even though an athlete failing
officials as well as white athletic the sport for which they were
to meet those requirements
officials that it is likely to be . recruited.
It was passed in 1983 and went couldn't play or practice with a
repealed next January during the
into effect in 1986. It stated that college team his freshman year,
next NCAA convention.
The proposal's intent was to an athlete, to be eligible as a he would be eligible for a scholarstrengthen admission standards freshman must (1) be a high ship if his overall high school
for athletes, but the problem lies school graduate;· (2) have a 2.0 grade point average was 2.0.
Proposal 42 would still allow
in the standards used to admit grade point average in an I 1course core curriculum; and (3) these athletes to be admitted, but
athletes into universities.
Proposition 48 provides the have scored 700 (out of a possible it would force them to pay their
criteria by which freshman ath- 1600) on the SAT or 15 (out of a own way through college, some-

agb

-------------------------------''

............

thing that most of the Proposition
48 casualties can't do.
The reason many people are
upset with Proposal 42 has to do
with Prop 48 and its use of the
standardized test, which is considered by many to be biased
against blacks who don't receive
the same access to a good education, as a criteria for entrance into
college.
Despite the obvious
implications it has against black
athletes and the fact that the first
class of Prop 48s has yet to graduate and provide ·significant data
as to whether it works, Prop 42
was passed by the NCAA membership by a vote of 163-154 after
it failed the first time around.
"I was flabbergasted when it
failed, was brought up for reconsideration, and then passed," said
Joan Schmidt, Eastern's interim
athletic director, who voted
against the proposal along with

the Gateway Conference and
Associatioll of Mid-Contine
Universities.
"Our reason for voting no
that we feel that Proposition
sht>uld stay in effect to
whether there is sufficient d
supporting whether it should s
in effect," Sclrmidt said.
Schmidt, who said she thi
Proposal 42 will be voted do
the NCAA Convention ne
January, said even if it did go '
effect, it wouldn't have much
an impact on Eastern's athl
program.
-"It's mainly for schools
have a lot of scholarship mo
to use. Unfortunately we d
have that luxury," Schmidt sai
She also said it wouldn't
Eastern because the univer
does not have an athlete on sc
arship that is a Prop 48.

.r. Continued on page JOA
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Bonsett keys up for Souther
· By DAVID LINDQUIST
Associate sports editor

TERRI McMILLAN/Staff photographer
She~ takes .a

shot with three Wichita State defenders surrounding her. Eastern
prays Southern Illinois Saturday in Carbondale.
.

When Eastern 's women's basketball
team hosted Southern Illinois on Dec. 30,
1987, the Saluki Women were carrying a
39-game winning streak in Gateway
Conference play.
But on that day Eastern guard Sheryl
Bonsett scored a game-high 20 points to
lead the Lady Panthers to 62-50 upset victory that would be Eastern 's first conference win of the season, which would end
with a berth in the NCAA tournament.
This Saturday Eastern, currently fighting to stay in the Gateway race with a 5-3
mark, travels to Southern, 7-1 and second
place in the conference, for another crucial
league contest.
"Saturday is a really big game standings-wise," said Bonsett, the only Lady
Panther to start all 17 games this season.
"We need to play with the intensity we
had against Southwest Missouri last
Saturday. They will have a big crowd."
Bonsett said she usually is ready to play
Southern since the school recruited her
when she was a junior at Scottsburg (Ind.)
High School. "But they dropped me
because they said I was too slow," she
said.
At Eastern, however, the "too slow"
guard needs to average 11.0 points per
game to join the 1,000-point club this season and received preseason honorable
mention recognition from Gateway coaches.
"I was ecstatic and surprised," Bonsett
said of her selection. "But it's not something I go into games thinking about. It
would mean a lot more if I was an honorable mention pick after the season."

An Eastern co-captain for the sec
consecutive year, Bonsett said her r
with the Lady Panthers has changed so
what her senior year - patticularly d
recent games in which fellow guard
Perkes has been sidelined with stress
tures in her lower legs.
"Maybe I have more responsibilit
the leadership and encouragement ar
Bon sett said. "At the end of game
when I feel more pressure because
when we usually looked· to Barb. S
greatly missed."
And although Bonsett average
assists per game (second in the Gate
and 12.6 points per game in league
she struggled during the Lady Pan
non-conference schedule, shootin
36.0 percent from the field and ave
7.0ppg.
Bonsett said at one point earlier
season, she had even put away her
Gateway Championship ring.
"I had to sit down and think
things," Bon sett said. "I wasn't
with my play before Christmas.
loss to Bowling Green, coach (B
Hilke told the seniors - Lisa (Tyl
(Cavanagh) and myself - we ha
thirds of the season left."
With just 10 regular season gam
remaining on Eastern's schedule,
says
she will leave the progr
fond memories collected with te
in her recruiting class - a group Hi
occasionally refers to as "the fr
class".
"I'll most remember times on
the court with Lisa (Tyler
(Cavanagh), Shelly (Ethridge) and
(Webb)," Bonsett said. "We stuck
and were always there for each o

to host first hOme match at Lantz Gym
By DAVID LINDQUIST
ASsociate sports editor

Nearly three months· into the
season, Eastern 's wrestling team
will compete in its first home
match of the year Thursday when
the Panthers host Southwest
Missouri State at 7:30 p.m. in
Lant 'fym.
going to be nice not to
tr<.
, " Eastern coach Ralph
Mel rnsland said. "We've lQgged

a lot of miles since break."
McCausland's .squad, 5-1 in
dual meets, is returning to action
following a second-place finish in
last weekend's · eight-team
Southwest Missouri 'Invitational
at Springfield, Mo.
"After last week's performance with nine people in the
finals, l'.m looking (or everyone
to be sharp," McCausland said.
Eastern had six second-place
finishers la~t Sa~rday, and trailed

invite winner Central State
(Oklahoma) by 11 points.
Southwest Missouri placed
fourth in its tournament, and
McCausland said he has confidence in his wrestlers going into
ThursffiJ_y night's match.
"We1did well (in matches with
the Bears)," McCausland said. "I
think w~ Won three of five with
them."
.
McCausland said key matches
for the Panthers will be against

SMSU's Dan Lovelace (126
pounds), Jeff Harris (167) and
Jim Turnich (heavyweight).
Opposing Lovelace, Harris and
Turnich will be Eastern 's Mik.e
Wheatley (7-8-1 at 126), Bob
.Johnson (18-8 at 167) and Dan
Ivanisevic (9-8 as a heavyweight).
The Panthers are guaranteed to
have a successful start Thursday
night because the Bears will for-feit in the 1!8-pound class.

"That'll give us an a
before we start," Mc
said of the class in whi
Craig Sterr (12-7) norm
ties.
Thursday's will be the
four matches Eastern
host this season in Lantz.
"The guys are looking
to it," McCausland sai
good to perfoqn in
friends."
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Residence ~ halls
Convenience, a· broader social atmosphere and a helpful, -qaaltfred staff are
major advantages of living in residence
halls, said Lou Hencken, director of student housing.
Hencken said students living in halls
are spared_.the tnconyeniepces of cooking their.e>WnmealS and doirig dishes.
Hall residents also escaw utility and
cable bills and telephone installation
charges.
Socially, it is easier for students to
meet friends in the residence halls,
Hencken said.
Hencken said students who move off
campus often find the task of adjusting
to apartment life hard because they are
accustomed to being surrounded by
many other residents. "There is always
something to do (in the halls)," he
added.
Hencken said another advantage of
the residence halls is the professional
staff that can assist students with questions and problems. He said if a student
had a question or was sick and needed
to be taken to the Health Service, a residence assistant or a col.D1selor can help.

The Dally Eastern News Housing Gu
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offet*;·stsnre ad1'~:tltages ·--·
because many residents are seniors.
Miller said getting into Stevenson Is
easier if the student already has a
friend living in the hall.
Barbara Busch, a col.D1selor at
Andrews Hall, said the residence halls
are a good learning experience and are
like a "classroom outside of the class-

L;;;;;;;;;;;=~~=~~~~~=~==~===~~~~~~W;J

Tracy Miller, a resident assistant at
Stevenson Hall, said socializing is easier
in the halls because a resident is constantly surrounded by friends on the

floor.
Stevenson, which only allow students with 60 or more credithours,
experiences a large turnover

For freshman, the halls can be especially helpful.
Rob Corso, associate counselor of
Carman Hall, said for freshman the
dence halls provide a big advantage
because students are surrounded by
information about activities and programs.
Corso said since most of Carmen's
residents are freshman, the residents
surrounded by other people who will
have many of the same problems fr:
man often face.
Halls usually provide activities for
dents. "We have quite a few things
help get people together," Corso said.
Corso suggested hall councils and
vice organizations for those who want
to get in\K>lved.
"Ufe in a hall can be one of the
experiences of your life," Corso adclecL
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Russell Stare, Rudy Nowak,
Catherine Velasco and Jeff Pombert
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NOW _,RENTING -

l!lm!B
Featuring all shapes and sizes
of lfOUSES, APARTMENTS,
COMPLEXES accommodating
1 to 6 tenants.
Including...
BRITTANY RIDGE TOWNHOUSES
CAMPUS SQUARE APARTMENTS

Household Helpers

All Picture Frames
In Stock

•20 Qt. Rectangular
Wastebaskets

Your Choice

50°/o

•Rectangular Laundry
Basket
•Assorted Colors
Your
Choice

OFF
Regular

$399

Prices

Milwaukee's Best
12-Can Pack
Reg. - Light 12 oz. can

Your Choice

.

'

Bu~

& Bud Light
Longnecks
6-12 oz. Bottles
Your Choice

t

i

1'

Need a place to Live?
Ch~cko u t The Daily Eastern News Classifieds

...

'·' ·'
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ost of food can
CAnlERINE VElASCO

be a complicated conundrum

0

ment, but there was a better

week on food.
Last semester Garrett bought

selection of vegetables in the
residence halls.

Is it cheaper to buy food or
t in the residence halls? And
dorm food is cheaper, is it
rth it?
Students who have come
these questions either
off-campus and pay the
costs or supplement their
ence hall meals with other
. But there are still a few
just deal with it.
Students who have moved
f-campus enjoy eating their
Ice of food at any time of
day, although some admit ·
might not get the four
c food groups as they did in
residence halls.
Senior Matt Mitchell, a com·cation disorders and scimajor, said the quality of
food is better in the apart-

Available
Occupancy
for 2
(Males Preferred)

Preparing the main course
takes a lot of time in itself, so
Mitchell usually doesn't cook
vegetables, instead he has a
quick salad. ·
Mitchell lives with his cousin
and they spend about $40 a
week on food and take turns
each week paying the bill. "I
don't know how it would have
worked If we weren't related,"
he said.
Mitchell said he buys mostly
hamburger, pizz.a mixes and
spaghetti, but spends the most
money on liquids like milk and

soda.
Even though freshman Julie
Garrett lives in Taylor Hall she
said she spent $15 to $20 a
week on food last semester.
But, this semester she's Vowed
to spend only $5 to $10 per

fast food and went shopping
for fruit and soda. "Dorm food
doesn't have diet Value nor is it
appetizing."
Senior Scott Harrison, a psychology major who lives in
Stevenson Hall, doesn't spend
money on food because he
doesn't eat on Sundays. "I
don't have much money to ·
spend on·extra food. I don't
particularly love dorm food but
I don'_t think it's that bad. I've
had worse."
Beverly Sterling, director of
residence hall food services,
said there's "absolutely no
doubt, living in the residence
hall is cheaper."
· The following is a breakdown
of food services meal costs.
Breakfast: .42
Lunch: .94
Dinner $1.02

·

·

TERRI McMILl.AN / staff photographer

A resident of Pemberto"n Hall, 'begins another trip through
food service Monday afternoon.

Bearer
of Gifts

Wherever ·
You're
Liying... ~

&W plush bear with gift box
for precious treasures!
S 10.00 retail value.
Only at Hallmark.

Quiet Residential
Neighborhood

Near S. Campus

Ideal for Grad.
Students or
upperclassmen.

$3~50
with any S 10.00

arking Available

LI

Hallrmirk puri.:hase.

E

·~

~

~rk

j

Judy's
shop
West Park Plaza
!
Charleston Mon-Sat 9-9 Ci ·
sun 12-5 348-5473

Start
'Really'
Living
At

ROYAL HEIGHTS

r•

1509 2nd Street
Deluxe 3 Bedroom Apartments
featuring: .

-Open floor plan
-Completely furnished
-11/2 Baths
-Dishwasher
-Breakfast Bar
-Underground Par:1cing
-Close to ca~pus and
shopping
Don't miss the opportunity
to live in this great location!
Call 348-5312 9-5, M-F

EEEB
...

Wherever
You've Been
Living

Apartments featuring:
Accommodate 1-6 persons
~
Garbage disposals and Dishwashers
Balconies
Swimming Pool
Air Conditioning
24 HR. Emergency Maintenance
Ample parking
Fall/Spring Leases
..
.
Professionally Managed by United Amencan Properties
Reserve Now at
916 Woodlawn Dr.

...M',
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.
oving Info .an- )n5pection. T
..... . . - attetripts to
track of. managers-'.- . .___h. _ _
rirr--F.~=--M--·.•.---------~
,: \ . ::
. · . , apartment.-' f.Ol ~-=.7·' ·stud~ntS Jt~ve
. . ·-a;.· choice-.. rent payments and who paid . Owleston for a long ~'* · ~...~ :"" .. ~·. · · ·
, . • ;
·.. ~ of'carefrar ,~between signing .separate what.part. If
is not paid, . "When ft"gets doWri- to .
~.:·.- b.. .. · · ·"-&a.,.._..
...
< .college 11( life.: ~ . or jOlnt teases when Drake said she is ·then able. :majo.r 'disagreement," he .
'.· ·: .~ . ·
ce»oklrrg:. ~hat ""' renting an apartment. _ . . to contact' the . delinquent •: added;· "it's between the
(Editor's ·n ote: The following
. , you Want~· ~~ha~~ . ,: Separate teases gtve;each Pers<>nwlthout bothering the m)ter anct.the landlmd." · ·. · apartments are part Q/ an
.. ._ until the..,police 'close .. :the· ··teaser an individual 'i-elation- · othe.r leasers . . Problems. ·. ·s1nce the inception of the
informational sheet the Of/Ice
;·place' dawn seem,J0r all Use- ··ship with the manager or occur, she said, when.rent is . legal service iri 1980, Davis
of Student Hausfng provides
. 'fut~. to'be ·the'. 9fitter landlord; Should a renter paid in one lump
by all · has been helping students
/or students at the~r request,
. arid glamoi.lr of olf~mpus . k>l;e a 'r~m~t~ against the members of the household.
sort out legal problems,. however these
not' the
· liViflg.
. · ' . ·.. _. . ~
rules of the contract, only
· Carlyle Apartments d0es induding those involving · only apart~~ni ~ppo
. rtunltles
Bui, tUming on the fauCet the renter signed on the .bro- not allow tenants to sublease rent, free of charge.
open to students.} .
.
and getting l:>rown water, · .ken contract is affected.. apartments to fulfill conDavis said-his involvement
looking into a bedroom and · Qther members of the tracts. Hencken sees subleas- with leases comes in spurts.
BY MIKE FffZG
seeing half the ceiling on the household : continue with ing as a possible problem "When students are signing· JEFF POMBERT
floor ~r realizing the "fur- thefr private'. contracts.
students do not think about. Up they want their lease
Staff writers
nished apartment" consists
A joint lease is signed by "Who are you going .to get .looked at," he said. The
of an army cot is when the every memper of a house- to sublease?" he said. "It's next spurt comes shortly
Royal Heights apartments,
lease comes out and the ten- hold .. All tenants, who sign something a student needs after moving in when repair
which is located on Second
ant gets steamed.
the lease, have equal respon- to take into consideration."
problems occur and students
street next to White Hen, offers
It's not enough being able sibility in meeting the obligaHencken pointed out a want to find out where they
12-month leases for its comto produce a lease stating tions of the lease.
group who recently had to stand with their lease. Being
pletely furnished three-bedroom,
the' property is being rented.
Pinetree/Lincolnwood worry about subleasing. in his office during the sumtwo bathroom apartments. The
Residents should know the Apartments, 2219 S. Ninth Following the 1988 falll mer months gives students a
cost of a 12-month lease is
chance to contact Davis
$690 per month and it includes
when the security deposit
two parking spaces and trash
check fails to come through.
pickup.
He said usually more of
"I think it's more modern and
the deposit is withhelq than
more for the elite type of stuthe renter believes should be
dent," said Shelley Wolff, a
or managers are late in ~nd
spokesman for Royal Heights.
ing the checks.
C&M Tool Rental and
A lease, though, is only as
Apartment, 502 Sixth St., offers
- - - - - - - - - - - - B Y R U S S E U S T A R E - - - - - - - - - - - - good as the manager who
-Senior ~tjporter
one-, two- and three-bedroom
backs it up. "The number
apartments from $200-$375
lease inside and out to avoid St., works /Jith all separate semester, he said 270 stu- one thing I would do is have
per month depending on size
situations threatening a · leases, said: Jeff Johnson, dents were academically dis- the student talk to the curand occupancy.
peaceful stay while in the. · manager bf the complex . missed from Eastern with rent tenants . . . what is the
Clinton Campbell, the owner,
dwelling.
"That's . as ~ protectionary only 59 residing in the resi- scoop . on the landlord?"
said all of the apartments are .
Even renters living in a measure foti both the renter dence halls. He said the Davis said.
furnished and have real nice
place for only nine mol)ths~ and the leaser, t' he said.
residence halls give refunds
He
explained
that
hardwood floors. Heat, water
the way many college stu~ .• Johnson ~id the majority to students having to leave prospective renters can find
and trash pickup are provided.
dents first encounter apart... of
the ;.clientele
at but he said he does not out what a dwelling is really
Besides the telephone, the
ment life, should know·what Pirietree/Lincolnwood are know of any managers who like by talking with those
only expenses stud~nts have to
protections they have with Eastern students. "That's share the practice.
who have dealt with the
the lease they sign. ·
.. generally who wants to live
During the summer manager or encountered
"There are times when a here," he said, adding most months is when most 12 problems during the time of
student is sitting there and I students are willing to pay by month leases present prob- thefr lease.
h.qn~~tly, }~L .. ~orry .fo.{ . the be,dJQ_ste~~- gfJ9r , an . !ems for tenants., Hencken
Hencken recommends
them," said Director of . entire apartment. '
said. Eastern only has a that students "look and read BY DEBBIB CAIDSON . ~ ~
Housing Lou Hencken. "If a
"We rent to people who 3000 enrollment and many and know what you are sign- Staffwriter ~ ~student comes down here com,e in as a group," said stUdents can't find anyo~e to ing. If I could shout that from
An effort has been made to
and has a problem we usual- Raebel Drake, manager of take over a lease.
the rooftops of Union· I
intensify
security on campus durly ref er the.m to Steve C~rlyle Apartments, 820
"I always try to put myself would."
ing
the
past
three to four years,
Davis," he added.
Lincoln Ave.
in their situation. What
Davis said he occasionally
said
Kevin
Cannon,
assistant
"Bef~re th~y sign their
. Drake said she does not would happen if I signed a gives advice on certain man.director
of
student
housing.
lease, they (students) should · rent to . just students, lease and then 'had to leave agers in Charleston if he has
To remain on the "leading
get a copy and bring it in," . although about 99 percent school" he said.
encountered problems with
edge"
of security, Eastern has
said Davis of the Student of her tenants seem to be
The Housii;ig Office has them in the past. When
added
night
assistants who patrol
Legal Services office, 'third students. :
no jurisdiction outside of deciding between renting
the
buildings
from midnight to 6
floor of the Martin Luther
Tenants
at
Carlyle campus, Hencken said, but from a large firm or a pria.m.
to
make
sure the people
King · Jr. University Uriion. Apartments sign joint leases, sometimes the school is able vate individual, Davis said, "I
who
are
in
the
building belong
·- Davis provides students with Drake said. She said she to intervene during a prob- can't say that you're safer
there.
In
addition,
a crimestoplegal advice on the quality of ... realizes the problems associ- lem. because there is a good with a big place.
pers
bulletin
stating
what crimes
leases brought to him for ated with 1oint leases and working relationship with
"Some of the private
occurred on campus.and what
...
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Renters' l~gal rights
are covere~ in leases
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FALL AVAILABILITY
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Don't be left Homeless
call 345-9105 for appt.

• 1,2, & 3
Bedroom units
• Fully Furnished
• Central A/C
• Dishwashers
• Balconies .

: .•,Laundry & ·J>f.
Parking

PARK P.LACE II
•Brand new3
Bedroom units
• Fully .Furnished
~ Central A/C ..
• Dishwashers
•Balconies
• Launclry &
Parking

(ON 7 th ST. ACROSS FROM UNiON)
-MICROWAVES AVAILABLE FOR ALL UNITS··1

'

:

~-·J_

•

ST. JAMES PLACE (190S S.'. 12th ST.)
• 1·& 2 Bedroom Fully Furnished .Units
• A.C. •Newly Remodeled
'·
• Laundry & Parking

348-1479(after1 p.m.)
or (217) 359-0203

..
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Park Place number I andIPatk .
Place number I and nand St. .· ··.
·Jaines Place apartment$ h8ve .75 <
units available for lease at three
different locations close to cclm- .·
pus: 1627 S. Seventh St.~· 7ll
. Grant St. and 1905 S, 12th St. .
Students may rent ~partmentS
with one, two or three bedrooms
but are required to sign under a
12 month lease.
Rent starts at $305 total per
month to be divided among the
number of roommates. All utilities are the responsibility of the
tenants.
"It's pretty quiet," 5aid manager Dwayne Worley. "The
study atmosphere is pretty
decent, too."
Lincolnwood/Pinetree apartrtments have
ments, which rent to students in
e bedroom
three locations, have apartments
ble at four diffor one, two, three and four
people, although the manager
1108 Fourth
St., 1511 First said their "target" number is
chanan.
usually three students.
The apartments, located at
two Fourth
are for 10
2219 S. Ninth St., 2210 S.
other two loca- Ninth St. and 2020 S. 10th St.
11 and one-half are all furnished and range anywhere from $130 to $225 per /\
tenant per month.
"Our main advantage{s we \
probably have the most reliablf
and full-time maintenance ere~
of any of the apartments in
Charleston," said manager Jeff
Johnson.
In some apartments, depend-

I

ed to give an

to the peowhich have
said.

I

1'

Senior Edwin Pietrowjce. who lives off-campus, does his grocery
ing on the lease, a few of the
utilities are included in tbe rent,
but this varies in each building.
Regency Apartments, with a
total of 146 apartments, has
buildings on Regency Circledown to 2100 S. Ninth St. ·
Apartments are available for
two, three and four people.
They have either one or one and
one-half bathrooms.
The rent ranges from $120 to
$160 depending on the number
of tenants. Manager Doris
Hamilton said all apartments

pen wJthin that length of time,"
·Cannon said.
"We are working on the idea
of putting an outside phone system around c"ampus so if one
person thinks there is someone
following them the person can
pick a phone and have it in~nt
ly call the police to come to the
area," Cannon added.
The main problem with that
type of system is the possibility
of pranks, Cannon said. As an
additional source of security,
Cannon said student housing
officials are considering a lighting
system in which a ligh~ would go

.f

~
MIKE FITZGERALD I Staff photographer
shoppi~g Tuesday afternoon at
I'

come furnished.
Ca~bridge.
"We're very close to campus
~nt at the apartments ranges
with ample parking. The utilities
from 1$141 to $168, and at
are Central Illinois Public
. sonie of the buildings, many of
Service, which is cheaper than
the hlilities are paid, including
some of the other services,"
bas(c .cable and water.
Hamilton said.
Tue apartments, which are all
The leases are individual nine
furrii$hed, are rented by nine
and one-half month leases to
and 6ne-half month joint leases,
protect each of the tenants.
secretary Nancy Keating said.
Within Youngstowne
''They're unique, every apartProperties, students can rent
men~ is different," Keating said.
from the Youngstowne, Heritage "Th~y have a nice friendly ailnOor Olde Towne complexes at
sphere and are so much nicer to
2600, 2400 and 2500
live in than most."
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A Look At Black Heritage

~

Entry Deadline 4 p.rri. Friday, Feb. 10
Essays and photos of top three.Winners will be published in
The .Daily Eastern News t~e week of Feb. .20·*4
Prizes donateq by Coach Eddy's,j Domino's Pizza, an Tokens ·

DAILY EASTERN NEWS
Black History Month Essay Contest
Watch For Moer Detaijs . ·

UNIQUE HOMES PROPE~TIBS
1 & 2 Bedroom Apartments.
.Uniquely :Decorate.d · With All }Jew
1 :is~
· ~ I.~urn
· i·s
·" h··1·nl:J'
.
1
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~lose to C.~inpus

.,.,

.Next Door to C9ach
·,.

Aug~st

~.

Lea5ing

Call Now
345-5022
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HOlJS,SS,

408 Polk st.
3 pe~- at $125•0 ·
11154thst.
1107 4th .
4 per9'0ns at $125..
401 Polk 4or5~nlonsat$12s..
415Polk
4personsat$1~"
408 Buchanan $ .peraons at $125..

s~at$125"
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For.Rent
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on if a door is left"opef! ~ Warntng ~· r'Thefe was'a' pr'obl~m1 Witn ·&f
the on-duty N.A. or RA.
~ndalism like bashing lights,
"Now more than ever before, btieaking antennas and stereos
crimes are being reported. I think Wing stolen. So. in those lots,
.~ increased security," ~nnon
it's good, because we can see
with the more crimes reported a
said. "We had a few arrests of
so~e individuals which we ·
pattern is developing, Cannon
said.
br9ught to the news. The Jl10re
"Before, people used to say,
that was said about it, the less
especially in the dorms, 'well my
vattdalism we had."
stuff is stolen, there's nothing I
No campus anywhere will 'ever
can do about it.' Now, people
be ~otally crime free, Canno~ said.
call up and tell tis."
/'There will always be protjlems
Cannon said he can't rememWith any security system becciuse
ber any crime sprees that caused . thJ.e ls always a way to break it,''
security to be upgraded with the
Oilinon said. "We try to maRe it
as difficult as possible."
I
exception, of two years ago.
I

I

•

':

tensify security systems .
of those polled said they 'feel
secure living on campus, Cannon
said.
. 'You're only as secure as
much as you're going to participate," Cannon said. "If•you're
going to prop open doors that
should be lbcked then you have a
problem."
But, Cannon noted the system
is not without faults.
''The night assistants (N.A.)
and our resident assistants (R.A.) ·
make the rounds to check to
make sure everything is okay, but
they come only every half hour
so there are things that can hap-
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West.:Pem Apartments
-Summer and Fall Lease
-3 rooms furnished
-Across from Pemberton Hal
-One year lease

345-4757
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ru ge.t .Q anized!'
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And this y~ar I really mean it. So I'm buying myself
an IBM® Personal System/2® computer to help me do everything
from organizing notes and revising papers to creating high-quality
graphics, and more. And not only is this IBM PS/2 easy to learn
and use, but if I'm eligible, I'll save up to 40% with my discount.
Who knows, with this IBM PS/2, I may be so organized _
even my socks will match.

.....,.
----- - ----

IBM and Personal Sy;tem . ~are reis1sterPd tradF!rna·• ~

1'

'lfprrat.onat Business Machines Corriorat1on

For More Information
Contact:
Cheryl Hackman
581-2611

78
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om friends, ads
enrollment skyrocketed
, residence hall space
e scarce, causing stuto chOCk into off-campus

The Charleston Times
Courier said once in a while
students advertise, but not very
often.
"We run ads for aparbnents
to rent for student houSing,"
McKinney said, "and sometimes we get an ad for a roommate but not many for housing."
"I found out about housing
from a friend because I didn't
want to live in the dorms,"
senior Marcy Novak said.
Jan F.ads of F.ads Reality said
many students call to ask about
housing after they see the sign.
"Most students call realtors
in· general," Eads said. "We run·
ads in the paper but none are
running at this time, I believe
the majority of the students find
out through word of mouth."
Rachel Drake, aparbnent
manager of Carlyle Apartments
said began receMng calls for
housing for the fall of 1989 In
early December. Drake sald fall
occupancy this year was at 100

WADDELL APARTMENTS 1108 & 1114 4th Street

! .•

ALDO ROM

(North of Kracke rs)
-Available for 3 only
-3 bedrooms
-$135 per perso_n"
r.
-Paid by semester only
-1 O month lease

APARTMENTS - 1511 1st Street

(Behind Long John Silver)
-4 persons only
-All utilities included
-$160 per person
-Laundcy facilities on premises _

·

ALDO ROMA APARTMENTS - 24 W. Buchanan
(Behind Pizza Hut) .
-1 or 2 persons only
-Single bedrooms- µnfurnished '"
-With or without utilities
-2 Bedrooms for 2 furnished
-$175 per person

percent.
Jim Wood, a broker for
Century 21, sald he has han~ stOOent rental for fiY8
years. That reputation brings
many students to see him, he

said.
"I advertise In the paper and .
I also have my name In the yellow pages and on a billboard,"
Wood said.
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WHERE SHOULD .
· EASTERN
. STUDENTS
GO TO FIND
FRIENDLY,
·AFFORD BLE
LIVING AT A
I

GREAT LOCATION?
. '>-AJ\rJ''-"i'~-·~~~~

_:-~LIN OLNWOOD I PINETKEE -: ~~-: .
·
.APARTMENTS ·
.~ ~
~~ -

''~~

'

STUDIO, 1:, 2 & 3 BEDROOM ·
APARTMENTS AVAILABLE
•I

I

,

KICK BACK! /

~

TH~RE

.

cqMPLETE~Y

FUflNISHED/
DON'T.SWEAT IT!
CENTRAL.AIR ·
CONDITIONING!-

_...

s~
...
.

ONLY TEN·
MINUTE WALK
TO CAMPUS!

I

A D...
ON-SITE MANAGEMENT, LAUNDRY,
PARKING, 24 HOUR EMERGENCY
MAINTENANCE SERVICE, AND
PRE-WIRED FOR CABLE!

.

SURF'S UP!'
OUTDOOR
POOL I
:

*CALL 345-6000 FO
OR STOP BY 2219 S.

· .

MORE INFO*

.

ST. #17 MON - FRI 9 - 5 SA 10 - 4

